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Introduction

Under the auspices of the “Memorandum of Understanding for the Exchange of Technical
Information and for Cooperation in the Field of Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy” between
the National Institute of Nuclear Research of Mexico (ININ) and the Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL), scientists and engineers from ININ met and collaborated with
scientists at LANL. The collaboration was sponsored by the US Department of Energy as
part of its “Sister Laboratories” program. In this weeklong meeting, these scientists and
engineers carried out mutual consultation and cooperative efforts in the field of
computational research in nuclear power.

Three main areas for technical collaboration were discussed: a) establishment of electronic
access to LANL open computational facilities and reactor physics codes from ININ, b)
calculation of radiation damage to BWR reactor vessels, and c) calculation of BWR bumup
for MOX fuel. These three tasks were successfully completed during the weeklong
meeting between the laboratory scientists.

The discussion, held at LANL in March 1999, involved ten LANL specialists and three
ININ specialists. In addition, several computer technicians provided the necessary support
for the utilization of the SUN computers, which were setup for the seminars. Discussions
between team members occupied about half of the visit. Mixed Oxide (MOX) assembly
models were developed and calculations made using HELIOS 1 and MCNP2 the remainder
of the time.

As a result of the collaboration, the scientists from ININ returned to the institute and
immediately began using the computational facilities at LANL for fhrther MOX assembly
calculations. As a result of the meeting, ININ is providing expert advice for the thermal
hydraulic calculations for a similar cooperative program between Peruvian and LANL..

The three areas of cooperation will be discussed in detail in this paper. Sample results of
the MOX calculations at lTWNwill also be presented.



Task A: Access to LANL Open Computational Facilities

LANL has a large computing capacity and a number of reactor transport and thermal
hydraulic codes used for the computational analysis of nuclear systems. Among the
reactor physics codes available are: HELIOS, MCNP, DANTSYS3, TRANSX4, ORGEN5,
CINDER6, MONTEBURNS7, NESTLE8, DIF-3D9, PIJOY,10 WIMS-D,l land SCALE.12
The thermal hydraulic code TRAC131*4 is also available. Access to these codes and
computing capacity would enhance ININ’s ability in computational reactor design and
analysis. Administrative and technical aspects of Internet access to the LANL computing
system were resolved during the visit.

Collaborator accounts can be setup at LANL with management approval. The project is
administered by the Nonproliferation and International Security Division (NIS). Approval
to establish collaborator accounts was obtained following discussion of the project with the
NIS-7 Group Leader, Joan Prommel, and NIS Division System Administrator, Michael
Carter. The new accounts allowed ININ Scientist access to LANL reactor physics codes
during the week visit, and they allow for remote collaborative computing through the
Internet. During the course of this interaction, computational codes themselves will not be
transfened to ININ.

To prevent unauthorized access to LANL computer system through the Internet, a firewall
has been incorporated. Access is granted through the firewall following the establishment
of an identity using a password. A new password, which will be recognized by the LANL
password server, is generated for each attempt for access by a computer chip embedded in
a small card appropriately named “Smart Card.” Accounts also had to be generated and
passwords established for the individual SUN computers where the computations would
occur.

The ININ collaborator accounts were established on the NIS computer network, and
verified while the ININ scientists were at LANL. After returning to ININ, the link to
LANL was established, and the computation capability at LANL confirmed. Reactor
analysis using LANL computers and codes continued at that time.

Task B: Calculating of Radiation Damage to BWR Reactor Vessels

This task provides for collaboration in identifying and applying new codes and
methodology for modeling physical radiation damage to BWR reactor vessels. It is
intended that these will enhance the theoretical capability for radiation damage studies of
vessel materials at ININ.

At LANL, a team of nuclear engineers, each a specialist, was assembled for a day of
discussions with their counterparts from ININ. The set of topics included: American
Nuclear Society (ANS) Standard on Radiation Damage, development of damage cross
sections, and methodologies for pressure vessel fluence calculation.
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The first speaker, a member of the Working Group for the ANS Standard on Radiation
Damage, 15noted that the Standard currently exists only in draft form. The speaker then
discussed the methodologies that will be suggested by the Standard when published. The
second speaker discussed the code NJOY, a cross section production code. He pointed out
that new methodologies for calculating damage cross sections had recently been introduced
into the code and could be utilized for radiation damage calculations. The third speaker
discussed the core calculations intended to produce the fluence estimates in the pressure
vessel.

The fact that, in the fifth decade of nuclear power, a standard for radiation damage does not
yet exist suggests the problem is a formable one. Discussions by the team members
confirmed this. There was no consensus from the team members on what methodology to
employ for the calculations. The questions concerned the type of code to use (discrete
ordinates or Monte Carlo) and whether quarter core or surface source calculations be made.

The team concluded that the approach should be to: 1) Obtain as much experimental data
from the literature as possible, 2) Benchmark the transport codes and cross section libraries
against the experimental data, using a variety of methodologies and follow the guidelines
of the draft ANS standard, and 3) Use the methodology that best matches the literature
benchmarks for the ININ analysis.

Task C: BWR MOX Assembly Burnup Calculations

INN is considering utilization of MOX fuel (of European origin) for use in the BWRS at
the Laguna Verde power plant. They would like to investigate various assembly loading to
optimize fuel utilization and management. This task of the collaboration provides for
assistance in identifying transport/burnup/thermal-hydraulic codes for the analysis and for
collaboration in their application.

LANL has a number of bumup codes and transport codes available for this type analysis.
One of the most modern is an Integral Transport Code with bumup capability. This code,
named HELIOS, is a proprietary code but available for use on LANL Computers. Some of
the other relevant codes are not proprietary and are available for dissemination outside
LANL.

Several LANL nuclear engineers, specialists in their field, were assembled for discussions
with their ININ counterparts. Discussions began with a description of recent MOX
calculations and analysis of a MOX fuel assembly at LANL. The transport code HELIOS
was used in these calculations. This lead to discussions on fill core coupled cell
calculations followed by a presentation of the results and methodologies of calculations for
a BWR*6 using HELIOS/RAMONA.17 Following each of these talks, ININ and LANL
scientists reviewed the applicability of the approaches for the Laguna Verde reactor
analysis.

The next set of discussions concerned thermal hydraulic calculations. A discussion of
TRAC-B was presented, followed by talks of coupled thermal hydraulic-neutronic
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calculations. TRAC-B will be made available on LANL computers for ININ utilization.
Of particular importance in this series was the presentation on the linkage code [8
developed at Delft University in the Netherlands for coupled HELIOSRAMONA
calculations. This linkage code was made available to ININ and can be used at ININ for
similar calculations. In association with these talks, a case list for the coupled thermal-
hydraulic/neutronic calculations was discussed.

TCYbegin the analysis, a BWR assembly model was developed. Calculations were made
using both MCNP and HELIOS. The initial calculations were for a U02 assembly.
Comparisons of BOL k-inf calculations between the two codes were made.

Next, a Laguna Verde BWR MOX assembly model was developed for HELIOS. The
assembly contained four different enrichment MOX pins and U02-gadillinium pins. These
models will be the start of the analysis to optimize fuel utilization and management.
Sample results are presented in the next section.

MOX Fuel Assembly Calculations

(I Suggest a table comparing MCNP and HELIOS results, a table with k-eflvs burnup for
a mox fuel assembly and sketch of the assembl showing diferent pins.)

Conclusion

The LANL and ININ nuclear engineers and scientists believe the collaboration between the
two laboratories resulted in positive and significant results toward the neutronic and
thermal hydraulic modeling of the Laguna Verde power plant for analysis of MOX fuel
and radiation damage in the pressure vessel. ININ and LANL engineers plan to continue
this exchange of information and expertise for the peacefid use of nuclear energy.
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